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Despite the difficult organizational conditions, the 15th Cinematik International Film Festival, 
taking place from 10 to 15 September 2020 in Piešťany, will not omit any of its traditional 
programme sections. One of the most popular is the "midnight section" Cult and Beyond. This 
time, the directing work of the American independent filmmaker Larry Fessenden will be 
presented.  

Being a screenwriter, editor, cinematographer, director, actor and musician in one person, Larry 
Fessenden (born 1963 in New York) is a Renaissance man of indie filmmaking. Since 1985, he 
has also been supporting young talents in his production company Glass Eye Pix, so he was at 
the beginning of the careers of filmmakers such as Kelly Reichardt, Ti West, Jim Mickle and 
Adam Wingard. Cinematik will introduce Larry Fessenden primarily as a director, through six of 
his feature films. 

Fessenden has been fascinated by classic horror characters such as Frankenstein and Dracula 
since childhood. In his work, he draws precisely from these archetypes, which he skillfully 
places in contemporary civilian life.  

No Telling (1991) is the story of a surgeon who comes to the countryside to do animal 
experiments as part of a secret program. He even hides his work from his wife, who only 
gradually finds out what monster her husband has become over the process of trying to gain 
recognition. Fessenden's latest film Depraved (2019) also contains a Frankenstein theme. The 
hero is a brilliant surgeon who revived a dead comrade during his service in Afghanistan. He 
continues with grisly experiments even after returning home until he builds a homunculus of 
Adam, to whom he breathes life.     

The main character of the film Habit (1995) is an alcoholic Sam (played by Fessenden himself), 
who, after a break-up with his girlfriend and the death of his father, finds his sanctuary in the 
arms of a mysterious woman. However, the wild relationship and deepening dependence shift 
Sam further and further from reality, into the dark world between dusk and dawn. In Beneath, 
2013, six classmates go to a lake emblazoned with legends about a huge carnivorous fish 
which, of course, won't be long in coming. However, the attacks of the animatronic predator are 
only a catalyst for the transformation of young heroes - they become real monsters under 
pressure.  

In the film Wendigo (2001), a family of photographer George comes to the snowy countryside to 
take a break from their busy city life. However, the idyll dissolves when they knock down a deer 
along the way, angering the local hunter. The Last Winter (2006), an ecological horror movie set in 
Alaska, where an oil company unexpectedly awakens a dormant dark force, also introduces the 
viewer to the white wasteland.  

The seventh "bonus" in Larry Fessenden's profile section is Glenn McQuaid's horror-comedy          
I Sell The Death (2008). Here, Fessenden played a grave robber, who one night bursts upon a half-
corpse with a wooden wheel in the heart. Instead of fear, however, he will feel the excitement 
and a great business opportunity. 



The programme section Magnified has become a traditional part of Cinematik, bringing a varied 
cross-section every year with the current production of selected national film production.  

This time, our organizers searched into near Poland with an abundance of strong and unusual 
film experiences - the film Kill It and Leave the Town (2020) by the internationally renowned 
animator Mariusz Wilczynski will also provide us with one. A 60-year-old filmmaker worked for 
11 years on his feature debut about a man who, after the death of his loved ones, dives into the 
dream world of memories. The film premiered at this year's Berlinale.    

The Poland Magnified section will also present two remarkable films made in a Slovak co-
production. In the psychological historical drama Pardon (2018), Jan Jakub Kolski tells the story 
of the parents of the "cursed soldier" of the anti-communist resistance. When the Secret Police 
kicks the son's corpse out of the grave for the fourth time, parents of the dead set out with him 
on a painful journey for lost dignity and peace. In a thriller documentary The Wind (2019), Michał 
Bielawski in collaboration with Peter Kerekes present a poetic and thrilling portrait of the 
Podhalie in the High Tatra region, where harsh and fascinating elements set the tone for a hard 
life.  

A Cat with a Dog (2018) is a family drama by Janusz Kondratikuk, in which two estranged 
brothers look for a way to each other when one of them becomes ill. In Marek Koterský's 
authentic film 7 Emotions (2018), the protagonist returns to childhood to finally go through the 
repressed traumas and emotions to the full. In Fugue (2018) Agnieszka Smoczyńska tells us 
about a woman who does not remember her past but does not even want to. However, 
fragments of memories begin to surface and start to reveal an unexpected secret. 

The programme of Poland Magnified section will be complemented by Adrian Panek's 
psychological horror film Werewolf ( 2018), a disturbing drama set in contemporary Warsaw 
residents Bird Talk (2019) by Xawer Żuławski, Bartosz Konopka's narrative historical film Mute 
(2018) or Polish-Czech-Macedonian road movie Via Carpatia (2018).  

The fifteenth Cinematik International Film Festival will take place in Piešťany from 10 to 15 
September 2020. Accreditations are available on the website www.cinematik.sk until 31 August 
for a discounted pre-sale price. 
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